Case study

New pipeline generated
for global technology firm
Viadex uses technology to solve
global organisations’ business
problems while helping to fuel
their growth into new markets.
To bring their world-class services to
new prospects, Viadex got in touch
with Chief Nation to create a C-level
event and generate face-to-face
opportunities with their key target
accounts.

Following an 8-week event
program, and one VIP Chief
Wine Officer networking
experience, we succeeded in
creating face-to-face business
opportunities for Viadex.

The brief
Viadex wanted to target
net-new logos from their
key account list. Hoping to
spark meaningful business
relationships with these senior
decision makers, Viadex
approached us to benefit
from our new business
generation expertise and our
database of over 330,000
connections.
The focus of the project was to
build a bespoke C-level event and
networking experience where
Viadex could promote their
capabilities while meeting C-suite
(and C-1) executives. Their goal
was to start a discussion with 15+
technology leaders from the UK’s
biggest companies – and we were
happy to help.

Event theme...
Convert Viadex’s offering
into a powerful event theme

C-Level
relationships...
Meet new accounts & build relationships
with heads of industry

Leads and
pipeline...
Generate leads & pipeline from
Viadex’s target accounts

EVENT THEME

Our solution
Our goal was to create
a C-level networking
experience through our
flagship events brand – Chief
Wine Officer. The evening
would include business
content and discussion,
networking, and relationshipbuilding, along with gourmet
dining, fine wine tasting,
education, entertainment and
a hint of competition.

Via our 330,000+ senior executive
database, we identified and engaged
with Viadex’s target audience. We
did this through a 6-week invite
and attendee generation program,
and we also ran a turnkey event
service for prospects. Overseeing
all logistics, guest liaison, hosting,
format creation and management,
we were able to generate the perfect
audience for the dinner and for
Viadex.

Create bespoke event
theme, format and
agenda

C-LEVEL RELATIONSHIPS

Build, invite and convert
a targeted invite list of
technology decision
makers from cross
industries

LEADS & PIPELINES

Surveyed the guests
& generated 9
post-event meetings

330,000+

Campaign
results
Viadex set Chief Nation a
target of 15 attendees. Over
the course of the full event
program, Chief Nation
succeeded in delivering
18 attendees, 9 postevent meetings and 54
engaged leads – all of which
contributed to new pipeline
generation for Viadex.
We also surveyed guests, speakers
and clients on the night to see what
they thought. They awarded the
evening a 9.5 out of 10 on average
for the venue and hosting, speaker
relevance and networking.

6
weeks

Database of C-suite
executives utilised

From conception to
business generation

9

Post-event
meetings

18
Event
attendees

20

54

Engaged
prospects

Bottles of fine
wine sampled

Who
attended?
We invited technology decision
makers from cross industries.
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“Chief Nation delivered an
outstanding event which helped
us to build relationships with key
decision-makers from our target
accounts.”
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